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SARK’s Miracle Methods
For Creating and Living Your Dream Life

Intuition connected and in action on your behalf. I call this part your Inner Wise 
Self. This is the part of you that loves your unconditionally and waits for you to ask 
for its input. 90% of people identify with having intuition-you might also refer to it 
as: Inner Wisdom, Inner Being, Source Energy, Higher Power, Pure Positive Energy, 
Holy Spirit or some other name that has meaning for you. Very few people ask this 
part every day about everything, and we're meant to.

Inner Feelings Care System connected and in practice daily. Practicing tending 
your feelings lovingly and skillfully means that your emotions are “in flow.” When 
feelings are supported in moving, you can feel and move on. We need to feel all of 
feelings, we are not meant to spend so much time in the “negative” ones. There are 
no negative feelings-some are experienced as more challenging than others.

Inner Critic Care + Transformation System underway and applied. The 
dialogue you hear inside of your head is meant to be supportive rather than 
critical. Inner critics are not bad. They are a part of your earlier conditioning and 
are trying to protect you. If left unsupervised, they will run your life, and are 
unqualified to do so. You and your Inner Wise Self are meant to run your life 
magnificently.

Dear luminous creative soul,
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Over these last decades, I’ve created and practiced extensively and primarily with 
three ways of being. I describe these three ways as my core teachings.

I’ve discovered that when people have these three ways in action in their lives, 
quantum shifting can, and does, take place. Most of us have had prior condition-
ing that prevents us from being free to create and live as “who we actually are”. 
Most people are living adaptations to who they really are, based on combina-
tions of factors.

I’ve seen that many people are unaware or disconnected from their intuition, 
with minimal or any feelings care systems in place and besieged by inner critics. 
It is very difficult to impossible to feel good in these conditions. And when we 
don’t feel good, we can’t do good, or create new things easily.

You could call these ways the “three I’s,” or the three eyes ;-) since they all start 
with the letter I. 



-
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People ask me all the time, "How are you able to live such a wonderfull life?" Then they 
wonder quietly or out loud if it's because I haven't faced any difficulties or experienced 
any terrible things. 

I understand. It's tempting to believe that terrible things stand in isolation and remove 
any hope.

I've experienced so many terrible things and wonderfull things, and know now that 
being happy much more often, is about the art of blending the terrible and the 
wonderfull into a brand new healing mixture, and then skillfully applying that new 
mixture to the wonderfull living of life.

We must become alchemists to blend the two. 

Part of that alchemy involves actively and ongoingly grieving while living. There is a 
new paradigm of grieving available to us all, where we are deeply grieving and wildly 
living, both at the same time-with all the small and large losses in our lives.

It is truly a new paradigm of grieving where we don't wait for someone to die to 
practice the art of grieving. We grieve everything as we live, and blend it all together. 
This results in what I call living mostly wonderfull.

All the wonderfull and terrible things blended together serve as fuel for all the 
transformations. In the midst of terrible things, I've created my mostly wonderfull life 
with my beloved love partner, a great company and team, 18 bestselling books, speak
ing and teaching around the world, hundreds of colorfull products with my art, and 
innovative programs to teach and mentor others how to do the same in their own lives 
with their unique gifts and offerings.

One of my unique gifts is that I'm able to activate and create a space for people to 
move through what can appear to be, or actually are, limiting circumstances and 
make real changes- that's what my work will serve as- a catalyst for those changes.

I use and practice what I teach. Practicing means just that- you forget, you remember, 
you forget again. Doing any of these imperfectly will still have a good effect. You can 
practice badly and still benefit. I live a *mostly wonderfull life, where I live in what I 
describe as the “marvelous messy middle,” where I feel all my feelings, I just don’t get 
stuck in the challenging ones.



Inner Wise Self
Empowering Your Inner Wise Self Is Your True Path of Power 

The source of your inspiration and self love is your intuition and what I call your Inner 
Wise Self. You might describe it as your higher self, pure positive energy, inner 
wisdom, Holy Spirit, gut feeling or intuition. 

You can describe or think about this part of yourself in the words that most please and 
resonate with you. Most people know that they have this part, and most people don’t 
consult daily with this part of themselves on every subject, and that’s what it’s there 
for.

Your Inner Wise Self is the part of you that knows you have gifts to share, and it will 
encourage you in sharing them if you ask, and are willing to receive. This is your Inner 
Wise Self in action on your behalf. This part of you arrived before you were born and 
will be with you all your life and beyond. It’s part of your “human operating system.”

Your connection with your Inner Wise Self is your most intimate creative 
relationship, and it is, and always will be your primary source of inspiration and 
love. 

No matter how thoughtful and attentive, no personal relationship can ever give you 
the ongoing unconditional love that you have with your Inner Wise Self. It is the source 
of your ability to love yourself and others, and express your creativity.

Writing what I call Inner Wise Self Love notes is a great entry point for asking. Writing 
is kinesthetic and engages the mind, body, and spirit. It allows this part of yourself to 
express clearly. When I first began this process many years ago, I heard my Inner Wise 
Self as some kind of distant figure who spoke from “on high“. When I later created this 
activation and empowerment process, I experienced my Inner Wise Self first through 
writing, and then in action in every area of my life. As my relationship with my Inner 
Wise Self has grown and expanded, it began and continues speaking in all kinds of 
ways- through books, movies, other people, nature. My Inner Wise Self now expresses 
itself in very loving ways and words in every kind of way.

Everyone has a unique relationship with their Inner Wise Self and yours may communi-
cate differently. 

Here is one of my Inner Wise Self love notes for you to read so you can be inspired to 
write one of your own. When reading them, you can imagine your own inner wise self 
speaking this way to you, if you wish. 
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Dear dearest indelibly precious Susan, 
I see you with limitless love. I see you and all your resistances, avoidances, and sometimes frantic attempts to 
avoid creating anything new. I see you avoiding things and then feeling angry that more is not done. I see you 
frustrated by life seeming to get in the way of your dreams. I am ready to deliver all that you seek and need, just 
ask me. Spend some quiet moments with me and allow me to speak through you. I will give you all the grace, 
courage and ability to bring all of your intentions more fully to life. I adore you completely and forever. 
-Your inner wise self.

You can set a timer for 3 minutes and just put your pen to paper or open a screen and 
see what wants to flow out- or be more expansive with time if you want. 

I save all my inner wise self love notes in a folder and read and reread them. They’re 
amazingly effective for raising my emotional vibration and expanding my feelings of 
self love and creativity, and then I’m ready to offer even more love to the world.

It’s important to recognize that we are often not used to feeling and experiencing 
unconditional love for ourselves. Most people are listening to critical inner dialogue or 
inner critics inside their heads and don’t realize those parts of themselves are not who 
they are.

After I’ve described the Inner Wise Self love note writing process and people are 
getting ready to write one, they often ask things like:
      - What should I ask?
      - It probably won’t work for me.
      - I don’t know if I will get any answers that I can use

Then after they spend just 3 minutes writing an Inner Wise Self love note, people say 
things like;
      - Wow! I didn’t know that much was inside of me. I am so full of love!
      - I feel so much love for myself + for everyone- like I have a never ending source.
      - This feels unbelievable- I hope I can keep asking!

Be aware that when you’re first beginning with this practice, you might wonder if 
you’re just making up answers you want to hear. It’s quite understandable to wonder 
this, and it ultimately doesn’t really affect the information you receive.

As you go along, your positive experiences will multiply and this question will become 
less and less relevant. 

Also note that if you get answers that are critical in any way, you’re hearing from one 
or more of your inner critics. Your Inner Wise Self might be firm or directive-it is never 
critical. If that happens, just do some feelings or inner critic care and return to 
communicate with your Inner Wise Self later.
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How To Have Your Inner Wise Self In Action More Often In Your Life

Once you activate and empower your inner wise self and become familiar with writing 
a few Inner Wise Self love notes, you’ll be ready to ask your Inner Wise Self to help you 
in your life and receive on the spot guidance and inspiration.  There are number of 
ways to do this. Think of a situation where you feel stuck or uncertain and write it 
down or hold it in your mind. Simply ask your Inner Wise Self what to do and you will 
receive an answer. If you don’t, you might want to do a brief meditation or move your 
body so that more energy can start flowing.

After receiving answers from your Inner Wise Self you’ll have the opportunity to do 
things differently than you ever have. If you don’t understand the answer at first, ask 
again.

Ask, ask again, ask differently. Repeat. 

If you need help taking action on the answer, ask for that. Your inner wise self has 
an endless stream of goodness and love for you to access. Once you establish this 
channel and learn to keep it open, you’ll be acting with love and inspiration instead 
of reacting in fear and frustration. You can write your questions down and ask your 
Inner Wise Self to respond. Here are some examples:

Q: “Inner Wise Self, I would like to make more money- what can I do?”

A: “Respond to the help that is being offered, go towards something new.”

Note: If you don’t know how to do what your Inner Wise Self is suggesting, ask a 
clarifying question- for example; “How do I do that?” Your Inner Wise Self might 
respond; “Widen your reach, ask more people for help.”

Q: “Inner Wise Self, I want to stop emotionally eating- what would be good for me 
to do?”

A: “Start emotionally filling yourself with the sweetness you are seeking”

And in case you were thinking that it only works for SARK, all my private mentoring 
clients, participants in my membership, workshops and readers of my book report 
these experiences and benefits too. Most people are much more in communication 
with their intuition than they realize-they just aren’t actively practicing with it in every 
area of their life, and expanding and strengthening their connection. 

I’ve also had countless numbers of profound experiences, with my intuition and I have 
initially resisted asking my inner wise self almost every time.

I’ve asked my inner wise self imperfectly or partially and tried not to ask at all. 
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Receiving responses that actually work in my life inspires me to continue asking, 
and that’s what I’m inviting you to do also. 

The guidance from your inner wise self will always inspire you. It is always
unconditionally loving. It waits until you ask, and it won’t ever tell you what you 
“should” do. If you ever hear guidance that feels parental or critical, one or more in her 
critics are getting blended with your inner wise self. When you feel good you are 
aligned with your inner wise self.

In addition to being available for guidance whenever you are making a decision, your 
inner wise self is constantly supporting you through and with, all of your feelings. 
When what you are doing brings you joy, you are on your right path.

If you’d like more practice asking your Inner Wise Self about specific things, here are 
some sentences to practice with:

NOTE: I almost always initially resist asking, and it still works. I’m practicing releasing 
the initial resistance.

 Your Inner Wise Self is in action on your behalf every day in every way, and 
waits for you to ask.

 You can ask differently and more often and for “ordinary” things too- when to 
rest, what to eat, which product to buy, how to speak with a friend or loved one, what 
will feel good.

For more creative experiences, ask your Inner Wise Self to join you in filling in 
these blanks.

I __________________, am already a creative being. I know this because I have already 
created: ______________________________________________________________________________

(Examples: a child or children, good health, a wonderfull place to live, love, work that I 
enjoy, good friends, noursishing food to eat.)

I would like to be able to create more _____________________________________________

(Examples: ease in my body, love in my life, ways to be of service, money from doing 
what I love, ability to connect with people, experiences of satisfying work,ways to share 
my creative offerings)
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RELAX AND LISTEN:

This feels entirely natural. It is as if I've opened a formerly locked room and let out the 
wonders inside. I've always known, and my Inner Wise Self definitely knows that these 
wonders were in there and are ready to become even more REAL. I am more ready 
than ever to make them real and visible. I can care for my feelings, my inner critics and 
empower my Inner Wise Self to bring these creations to NEW life.

Any previous concerns have been solved and will continue to be solved and 
transformed by my Inner Wise Self and me.

If you're writing a book, or you're creating a business, art, or love relationship or 
something else, you'll add a title or description after this sentence:

My title or description of what I want to, or already am creating is: _______________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
(Examples: A book, a business or program, vibrant health in my body. money created 
easily doing what I love, a love relationship, new ways to experience my creativity)

I see that what I'm creating more of will help me to:  _______________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
(Examples: change, grow, feel supported, transformed, uplifted, enchanted, blessed, 
help others) 

RELAX AND LISTEN:

I am willing to create more conditions for my desires to flow and to be made real. I'm 
opening previously locked rooms and will keep them open. There is plenty of time and 
I love myself and what is flowing THROUGH me and TO me. I feel supported in my 
creations and will return to receive more wisdom from this process whenever I want to.

THANK you for ACTIVATING AND EMPOWERING YOUR Inner Wise Self to act on 
your behalf.

It’s all practice-we forget and remember & forget again. 

That’s why it’s called PRACTICE.
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Tending to Your Feelings Means That More Of Your Life Gets Joyfully Lived 

Here’s why:
When your head is filled with untended feelings, you feel less available to other 
people, to love, to new experiences.

Most people don’t know how to consistently attend to, and manage their feelings. This 
can and does, result in angry outbursts, poor work performance, and ineffective par-
enting, lack of loving feelings, or just simply feeling bad. Our feelings affect us every 
day, and untended feelings capture our attention and consistently drain our energy for 
living life joyfully, or creating anything new.

Our feelings can sometimes be temporarily put aside as we work or do other activities 
but will come to us for attention right after we finish whatever we were doing. And 
then we’re often tired or distracted and try to ignore our feelings – which never works- 
or it doesn’t work for long.

Most people don’t know how to tend to their feelings along the way during the day. 
For example, if you feel worried and try to ignore a feeling, it just gets louder and 
larger. Louder and larger looks like this: you feel discouraged about your progress 
about something, frustrated that you’re still not doing what you really want, then have 
an upset at work or at home, then wake up at 3 AM in some kind of despair. Your 
untended feelings are at the root of any emotional disturbance.

Another common strategy people use is to try to avoid, deny, or repress their feelings. 
This doesn’t work either. People often try sedating feelings with food or anesthetizing 
them with alcohol. They may try to outrun their feelings with overachievement or 
excessive activities, or just say that they’re “fine” when they don’t feel that way at all.

Additionally, most people don’t know how to have or hold multiple feelings simultane-
ously. For example, you might feel glad to be going to visit your mother, sad that she’s 
in declining health, angry that your sister isn’t doing more, worried about how you will 
manage it all, and hopeless about the whole situation. Many people get overwhelmed 
with multiple feelings and just try to turn them all off.

Your Inner Feelings Care System 
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It’s always possible to acknowledge your feelings to yourself, tend to them, 
and then feel better or differently.

Most people fear that feeling their feelings will take way too much time and 
energy, and this simply isn’t true. Resisting feeling feelings uses the most energy of 
all. Giving yourself permission to express and care for your feelings will significantly 
expand your abilities to feel better much more often. We do need to feel all of our 
feelings, we just don’t need to spend so much time in the so called “negative” ones.

Five Second Inner Feelings Care System 

As soon as you’re aware of a negative or challenging feeling, say it’s name out loud 
or under your breath. For example, you might be aware of feelings of anger.

Simply say; 
“Anger, I see you, I hear you, I acknowledge you.”

This allows anger to soften and change shape. The immediate effect in your life will 
be that you feel better. It will return later of course, and it will have shifted and 
changed with your care and attention. This sets up a care system internally so that 
you have a way to manage and experience your feelings differently.

Five Minute Inner Feelings Care System 

This process allows you to have your emotions BE in motion and spend less time in 
the challenging or negative feelings. We’re meant to feel our feelings and help 
them move along. First is to express your feelings onto paper or screen. If you can, 
use paper, because it’s kinesthetic and involves your mind, body and spirit. You can 
use recycled paper. Write across the top of a piece of paper I feel ______________ 
about:_____________________________________________________________________________
And list as many feelings words as you can think of.

An example of this is: I feel angry, sad, worried, nervous, anxious, upset, 
enraged, frustrated, about: 
_____________________________________________________________________

Then make a fast list about everything you can think of that applies, from the 
tiniest things to the largest things. Don’t stop to reread or punctuate – just keep 
writing. The idea is to express your feelings onto paper and get them out of your 
head. Add as many feelings and adjectives as apply to you in the moment and 
focus on the challenging or negative emotions.
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Here’s a fast partial list example:
I feel angry, sad, worried, nervous, anxious, upset, enraged, frustrated, about:

 My neighbor slamming the door

 “I hate the way she slams the door”

 “I can’t believe she’s so thoughtless”

Allow yourself to add every subject that might be annoying you or upsetting to you, 
or causing you to feel bad. No one else is going to read this. Feel free to use 
profanity or exclamation points. If you like, let yourself get very theatrical. Fully 
express how you feel on the paper or screen. Express until you don’t have another 
negative feeling in your head or body. When you first start this process you might 
write 5 to 8 pages.

Sometimes people worry that expressing their feelings in this way will cause more 
negative things to happen, or affect other people. It won’t. Your feelings are your 
own, and this process supports you in releasing them, instead of unleashing them 
on others through projection, judging or criticizing.

The untended feelings in your head are affecting people far more than what 
you’re putting onto paper in this inner feelings care process. 

Secondly, a few minutes into writing your fast list, you’ll begin to feel the release of 
your feelings, because they’re moving out of your head and onto the paper or 
screen – a transformational process is occurring with them.

You can highlight this by looking at what you’ve written and say, “I see you, I hear 
you, I acknowledge you.” Then fold up your paper or close the file and imagine 
sending it to the universe or God, or whoever you think is larger than you. You can 
then burn or recycle these lists.

The expressing and releasing you’ve done with your mind, body, and spirit will 
naturally lead to feelings of relief. You’re feeling this relief because we’re not 
meant to carry around or have unexpressed feelings inside our heads. This is 
the real “clutter clearing” for us all to do. 
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Get quiet and take a moment to feel this relief. If you aren’t feeling relief, either 
go back to step one or write some positive thoughts about the situation.

For example: 

 “My neighbor is thoughtful in other ways”
 
 “She’s preoccupied with other things and doesn’t notice the way she’s 
   slamming the door”

Keep going back to step one or writing reframing thoughts until you feel relief.

Now let yourself experience the relief as you go about your day and interact with 
others. You can do your inner feelings care system in either five seconds or five 
minutes and this will provide immediate relief and lead to long-term positive 
changes.

Whatever methods or processes you use, allow yourself to feel your feelings, 
and join me in what I describe as the “marvelous messy middle,” where all 
your feelings are welcome and part of your emotional family.
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Caring For Your Inner Critics Means That Your Heart Can Be Full + Your Mind Free 

The critics in your head are not you – and your Inner Critic Care System gives you new 
ways to communicate with yourself so that you speak kindly and lovingly to yourself, 
more often, inside your big beautifull head.

You have a constant stream of thoughts running through your mind and I use the term 
inner critics to describe the thoughts that criticize you, or tell you that you should be 
ashamed, or feel guilty, or that you’re not doing enough, or not good enough, or 
anything else that feels primarily negative. 

These inner critics are not bad, they’re actually trying to protect you. 

Doing anything new is “prime time” for inner critics to be activated, because they 
fear everything, and most of all they fear losing their job. They think that if you 
make more money or get happier, you might not need them or listen to them 
anymore. 

Having your inner critic care system in place means that your self talk can become 
much more positive, resulting in all sorts of good things. 

The idea is for you and your Inner Wise Self to be in charge of your life, not your inner 
critics. Most of us start out so merged with our inner critics that we might not 
even see that it’s happening-but we can certainly hear them! 

You might say things to yourself like; 
“That’s just the way I am, I’ve always been a procrastinator or perfectionist,”
or “I know I’m a lazy quitter or avoider”
or “I’m always doing too much and it’s never enough.” 

If the idea of inner critics is brand new to you, your first opportunity is to become 
aware of them. 

Begin to notice your inner dialogue. Are you hearing critical messages inside? Anything 
that implies or directly states that you should be doing something different or that you 
are bad, wrong, or flawed?

YOUR INNER CRiTiC CARE SYSTEM
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These are examples of the voices of inner critics. Often, thoughts move so quickly that 
we miss them. The easiest way to know that an inner critic has turned on you, is by 
how you feel. If you feel angry at someone for criticizing you, if you feel that you 
should be different, if you feel down on yourself, and especially if you’re defending 
yourself – these are all signs of inner critics at work.

You can work from the feelings back to your thoughts and allow yourself to be aware 
of the uncomfortable feelings and see if you can connect thoughts to them. They 
might be something like, “You never… or “You should be… or, “You always…” The 
words should, never and always, are particular favorites of inner critics. 

Get To Know Your Inner Critics 

Here are descriptions of the most common inner critics that have likely come up as 
you’ve lived your life:

 The Good Person

Lurking beneath all the other inner critics and giving them their power is what could be 
called the good person. This inner critic comes in many variations. It can be the good 
girlfriend or the good wife, the good student, or the good husband. In each case it 
represents an idealized standard, one that can be met only by hurting yourself and 
denying who you really are.

 The Overachiever or pushing one

No amount of anything is ever enough. This critic pushes you to do more – no matter 
what – and it’s an attempt to get you to live up to an impossible standard. You are 
always behind, or not producing, or experiencing what you’d hoped, or expected. Even 
when you succeed, you see mostly flaws in yourself or ways that you didn’t live up to 
the standard and should have done more.

 The Perfectionist

Everything is constantly being polished and assessed for being better, and nothing is 
ever quite good enough. “Never good enough” is the mantra. Any new ideas or things 
that you try are measured by this critic, and often you don’t even try new things 
because you fear failing or not being good enough.

 The Comparer

Everyone else’s life, output, process, success is better than yours – every time. And 
every comparison finds you lacking in some way, often in excruciating detail. You often 
think that your life is harder or that others lives are easier, luckier, more blessed. Basi-
cally everyone else has it all figured out – and brilliantly. You are acutely aware of how 
they meet the idealized standard and you don’t. 
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 The Procrastinator

If you do or try anything – it can be judged. Better not to start or better yet start later. 
Later rarely, if ever, arrives. Rehearsing, planning, incessantly thinking – without ever 
moving – are the hallmarks of this critic. You often feel tired, or as if you’re not doing 
what you say you’d like to. It feels familiar and like a very old pattern.

 The Hopeless One 

What’s the point? Why do anything at all? Why try? I tried before and failed. Nothing 
will ever work. It’s all pointless. This critic collapses before even beginning, doesn’t 
begin at all, feels sad about not beginning, immediately undoes the slightest 
movement forward.

See which of these inner critics seem to be the most familiar to you or active in 
your mind. You may also notice other negative messages and if you hear them 
again and again, it helps to give them names. 

Remember, anything that evokes feelings of being less than or not enough, of lack, or 
that you should be different, is an inner critic.

The key is to recognize that these inner critics represent beliefs you learned in 
childhood and giving them names helps you see that they are not you. Then you and 
your Inner Wise Self can take charge rather than blindly giving into their demands.

These inner critics are not your enemy. You received and internalized them from 
basically well-meaning people. They are just not able to give you the best advice 
anymore, so it benefits you to examine what they are telling you and change the 
message to one that fits you better and feels better now.

You can call on your Inner Wise Self to help you with this. As you are developing more 
suitable messages for yourself, ask your inner wise self for it’s wisdom and guidance 
about your life in general. Whenever you do this, inner critics can be sneaky and try to 
blend in with messages from your inner wise self.
 
You can redirect your inner critics and give them something else to do, so they stay out 
of your life. If inner critics are really acting out, you can even imagine having them 
arrested and taken away. You can invent a job or productive vacation for them. Your 
critics need to work, or do something, but they don’t really care what they work on or 
do. If you don’t help to redirect them they will work negatively on your life. 

The object is to use your imagination to separate yourself from your inner critics, and to 
remember that their messages do not come from your adult self and that you and your 
Inner Wise Self are in charge of your life, not these remnants from your past.

If you’re going to give an inner critic a job, be sure to tailor the job or assignment to 
that specific inner critic. 
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Some Suggested Jobs You Can Give Your Inner Critics 

The Overachiever or Pushing One 
     Owner of an International nonprofit 
     CEO of a very busy corporation

The Perfectionist 

     Supervisor at an egg factory to check for all broken eggs
     Air traffic controller

The Comparer

     World biographer comparing careers of all people
     Comparative mathematical analyst

The Procrastinator

     Nap and sleep expert
     Monk in a monastery

Note: After you’ve assigned a new job, the inner critics will definitely try to sneak back, 
and when they do, just use your imagination to send them back to their job or assign-
ment. And you can creatively invent new assignments if they outgrow the old ones.

Your Inner Critic Care System
There are basically three ways to deal with inner critics, and are all part of your inner 
critic care system:

1. Stop Them
As soon as you become aware of critical inner dialogue – it usually starts with some-
thing like “I’ll never, I should, or I always”- simply say, “NO!” loudly and firmly. Move 
yourself physically as you do this, using a chopping downward motion with your hand 
as you say, or shout “NO” from your solar plexus. This effectively separates you from 
the energies of inner critics and makes you aware that they are not you and you are 
not them. They will of course return after you stop them, and they’ll return differently 
because you are now in charge.

2. Redirect or Reassign Them
After you’ve become aware of your inner critics, you can invent jobs or assignments for 
them, using your creativity and imagination. Making up funny and fascinating assign-
ments for them will shift your experience of them as bullies or abusers. You will begin 
to see them as well meaning, bumbling, and limited aspects of yourself, and be able to 
transform your relationships with them so that you can function without thinking 
they’re in charge of you and everything you do.

3. Communicate with Them 
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A One Step Inner Critic Care Process 

Take any one accusation from an inner critic and write a countering statement. For 
example, if your inner critic says, you should be earning more money, you can counter 
with ways you are paying your bills, or bills you have paid, and anything you’re doing 
around money that you feel proud of. This allows you to get into a new habit of not 
letting your inner critic have the last, or only, word. It also establishes positive new 
thought patterns and reinforces your relationship with your inner wise self. 
Use the word actually to empower yourself. 

Here’s are some examples:

Inner Critic Accusation: 
You’ll never be able to have a good relationship.

Your Countering Statement: 
Actually, I have had many good relationships, and I am learning so much about 
love and practicing often and in new ways. I’m excited and inspired about my 
future with relationships. The point is not to argue with an inner critic, justify, defend or 
over explain.  

Inner Critic Accusation: 
Your love life is pathetic when was the last time you ________?

Your Countering Statement: 
Actually, my love life is pretty good. I'm really happy with and all the progress we've 
made, and the fun we've had. I'm really able to give and receive love after all.

Inner Critic Accusation:
In your relationship, you keep repeating the same mistakes! You always _________

Your Countering Statement:
Actually, I've realized that it doesn't really matter about my mistakes as long as I 
continue communicating and showing up with my loving heart. It's obvious to me how 
much internal air time I've given to fears, worries, criticisms, and doubts. I'm so inspired 
to think and act differently with more self love and awareness and to live my life and my 
life and relationships feeling more love more often!
 
Even doing this process once, with just one of your inner critics, will significantly change 
your inner world and result in your being much more aware of the inner critics in your 
life, how they are affecting you, and the power of communicating with them in a new 
way.
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Thank, honor, and acknowledge this critic for working so hard, and assure it that 
you and your inner wise self are now fully in charge. Then embody being in charge. 
This means that you do not allow inner critics to bully, cajole, or otherwise try to 
get you to believe their messages. For example you might say to your perfectionist; 
"Thank you for helping me do such good work and live such a satisfying life. The 
high quality of everything I do is greatly helped by you. I really appreciate how hard 
you worked on my behalf and realized I haven't really acknowledged or even 
thanked you. I have now decided that my adult self and inner wise self or fully in 
charge of my life. You still have an integral, positive part to play in my life, and I 
want you to know your value, so I'm creating a new assignment for you, one that is 
perfectly suited to you."

The wonderfull! benefits of doing this kind of inner critic care is that you'll start 
seeing transformations in the ways that the critics present themselves to you.

Your experience of the Overachiever or pushing one becomes you having more 
awareness that you have, and have done enough.

Your experience of the Perfectionist becomes you having more awareness that 
more things are simply good enough.

Your experience of the Comparer becomes you having more awareness that there's 
less need to compare, and plenty for all.

Your experience of the Procrastinator becomes you having more awareness that it's 
safe to begin more often.

Your experience of the Hopeless One becomes you having more awareness more 
often that there's actually hope and you can feel it.

May you and your inner critics live joyfully and lovingly together all of your 
days, and when it doesn't feel that way, you have an exceptional care and
transformation system!
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